SHALE TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE:
PRODUCTION

CERTIFICATION ESTABLISHES BENCHMARK FOR AUTOMATED VALVES

MRC Global’s new ValidTorque certification for automated valves can provide an accurate baseline measurement against which end
users can measure performance with real-time valve monitoring, such as ValveWatch, and then proactively plan maintenance before
safety-critical valves degrade to the point of failure. (Source: MRC Global)

V

alidTorque certification is a testing process that MRC
Global developed for automated valves bound for
critical or safety-related service. The new automated valve
test equipment and verification process establishes the
true, as-delivered safety factor for new automated valves
and establishes a benchmark or set of baseline operating
characteristics to compare changes in performance as the
automated valve ages. ValidTorque verifies the entire auto-

mated valve assembly before delivery; quantifies the as-built
safety factor; provides a technical basis and acceptance
criteria for in-service testing; and makes the complete automated valve “digital ready.” As a result, ValidTorque provides lower overall cost associated with valve maintenance
and testing, higher proof test coverage, lower probability of
failure on demand and confidence in the safety system performance associated with automated valves. mrcglobal.com n

GLR-BASED GAS LIFT BOOSTS PRODUCTION, CUTS INSTALLATION COSTS

A

fter decades where operators adhered to bracketed equidistance spacing between valves in gas
lift systems, new data resources are leading to greater
production and a more cost-effective design. Data
from flowing bottomhole pressure surveys reveal that
valve spacing is critical, and at times there is communication between tubing and casing where none should
exist. To address these and other issues, Production
Lift’s engineers developed the GLR (gas-liquid ratio)

Based High Rate Gas Lift Method. Field trials show
this method produces wells at higher rates than traditional equidistance bracketed designs and will transition from top to bottom easier, with fewer valves. This
boosts production while reducing installation costs.
Rates of 2,500 bbl/d in 27⁄8-in. tubing are easily attainable, with rates up to 3,000 bbl/d recorded. In the
right circumstances, even higher production rates are
possible. productionlift.com n

REAL-TIME WELL MONITORING PREVENTS COSTLY DOWNTIME

W

hen a remote well experiences
a shutdown, the consequential
downtime can hit production revenues,
as maintenance work might require
significant time to complete. Proserv’s
Smart Box is a real-time monitoring
system for evaluating inaccessible wells.
It works by collecting information from
production equipment at the site and
transmitting regular alerts to personnel
straight to mobile devices via SMS. The firm has recently
completed a successful six-month trial involving remote,
78

Proserv’s Smart Box is an automated solution
that provides real-time fault identification for
operators. (Source: Proserv)

desert wells for a national oil company
in the Middle East. Wells with frequent
shutdowns were specifically selected
for the trial. Health status messages
received twice daily reduced the need
for physical inspections, while the shutdown alerts enabled the operator to respond rapidly to
potential issues. proserv.com n
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